Got-IT: Best practices for visualization of personal lifestyle data among low literates
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Design, development and evaluation of eHealth applications aiming at lifestyle changes in the prevention and management of chronic applications

Active in AAL projects since 2009
e.g. IS-ACTIVE (2009), PEARL (2014), SOULMATE, SALSA (2018), LEAVES (2019, RRD coordinator)
Project idea
Got-IT: Small collaborative project

Understandable and Actionable visualizations

Promote agency
Recommendations for inclusive design
Engage with neglected group

Society
AAL Developers
Individual

Got-IT!

+ low digital literacy
+ low traditional literacy
28-57% inadequate health literacy

Data?! Data?! Data?!

Translate values, needs and preferences

Co-design with the community

Sorensen et al. 2015
1. End-user organization in contact with low literates
2. Other end-user organizations
3. Technical communication team

... Anyone believing in this project
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